Outcomes of cochlear implantation in children with isolated auditory neuropathy versus cochlear hearing loss.
Auditory neuropathy (AN) is a heterogeneous clinical entity for which the optimal method of auditory rehabilitation has been a matter of some debate. Such patients often do not receive sufficient benefit from hearing aids. Previous studies have shown that select AN patients may benefit from cochlear implantation (CI), but reported outcomes are variable and likely are a reflection of the heterogeneous patient population included under the umbrella diagnosis of AN. This study compares CI outcomes in a subset of the pediatric AN population who do not have a confounding cognitive disorder with their cochlear hearing loss peers. Additionally, it examines the impact of a confounding cognitive or developmental disorder on CI outcomes within the AN population. Retrospective chart review. Tertiary referral center. Twenty-six pediatric patients with AN who received a CI were the subjects of this study. Seventeen of these children had a diagnosis of AN alone, and their CI outcomes were compared with those of a similar group of children with cochlear hearing loss. The remaining 9 children had a diagnosis of AN in association with a confounding cognitive or developmental disorder, and their CI outcomes were compared with those of children with isolated AN. Cochlear implantation. All subjects were evaluated preoperatively and postoperatively with age-appropriate speech perception testing. Children with a diagnosis of AN alone performed comparably to their peers with cochlear hearing loss. The presence of a confounding cognitive or developmental disorder within the AN population was correlated with significantly poorer CI outcomes as compared with those of children with isolated AN. Children with a diagnosis of AN without associated cognitive or developmental disorders perform at a level comparable to other children requiring a CI. Children with a diagnosis of AN associated with other developmental anomalies derive some benefit from CI but are significantly more likely to continue to rely on nonoral/aural methods of communication after implantation.